Remote sensing of trace methane using mobile femtosecond laser system of T&T Lab
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The mobile femtosecond laser facility T&T (terawatt & terahertz) of DRDC-Valcartier was used to detect trace methane gas remotely in an open field atmosphere during daytime (with strong sun light) using filament-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. Comparison of the results obtained in the laboratory and in the field validates the long range extrapolations of short distance results taken in our laboratory in the past. This could be considered a breakthrough for remote sensing based on filamentation.

\copyright 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Advances in the propagation of intense femtosecond laser pulses in air have shown that the laser pulse self-focuses to form filaments and self-transforms into a white-light laser pulse or supercontinuum (SC) \cite{1,2}. The high intensity inside the filament core ionizes the atmospheric molecules and produces a low density plasma ($\sim 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$) \cite{3–6}, which in turn defocuses the laser pulse. The balance between the self-focusing and defocusing limits the intensity in the filament zone to about $5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$ in air \cite{1,2,7}. This is referred to as the intensity clamping \cite{8–10}. With this high intensity, most molecules would be ionized and dissociated into excited fragments, which emit fluorescence. Such unique features of the filament-induced fluorescence molecular spectra were successfully used for the detection of gaseous molecules in our laboratory such as nitrogen \cite{11,12}, halocarbons \cite{13}, methane (CH$_4$) \cite{14} and acetylene (C$_2$H$_2$) \cite{15}. The application of filament-induced fluorescence to remote sensing of nitrogen \cite{16} and ethanol in air \cite{17} in combination with the traditional techniques of fluorescence spectroscopy and LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) have been successfully tested. However, all these tests have been performed in a laboratory environment; outdoor remote sensing of gaseous pollutants using filamentation induced fluorescence in air has not been reported so far.

Methane is a dominant atmospheric pollutant and is of major importance in many environmental issues such as greenhouse effect and stratospheric ozone depletion \cite{18}. The primary anthropogenic sources of methane are landfills and dumps, which could emit up to 2% (volume/volume) of methane in the atmosphere \cite{19}. Considering the flammability of this hydrocarbon gas even in low concentrations as 5% \cite{20}, remote sensing and concentration measurement of this gas around those areas is indispensable \cite{21}.

The results of remote sensing experiments inside the laboratory motivated us to further develop experiments for the detection of trace methane in the open field using a spectroscopic LIDAR technique. The portable terawatt laser system designed by the Defence R&D Canada-Valcartier (DRDC-Valcartier), the T&T Lab \cite{22}, was successfully used for the experiment.

2. Experiment setup

The T&T Lab is a terawatt laser mounted in standard 20 ft sea container. This system is similar in many respects to Teramobile, the Franco-German laser system \cite{23}. The laser system consists of a compact Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator and a chain of Ti:Sapphire amplifiers. The amplifier chain includes a regenerative amplifier and multirpass amplifier pumped with a doubled Nd:YAG laser in the repetition rate of 10 Hz. The compressed pulse’s spectrum is centered at 805 nm with a 25 nm bandwidth (FWHM). The pulse energy of the beam could be increased stepwise up to 100% (270 mJ/pulse) in 1% increments with a motorized variable attenuator. Minimum pulse duration was 45 fs. One compressor grating, mounted on a motorized translation stage, allows control of pulse width and eventual introduction of a negative chirp to pre-compensate for propagation dispersion of the beam over long distances.

The experiment was performed in a 60-m long outdoor corridor with the same experimental setup used in the laboratory. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. The laser pulses were pre-chirped negatively to 5 ps in the compressor with two energy values used: 110 and 190 mJ per pulse. A telescopic system (focusing beam expander), which consisted of a 50 mm diameter convex mirror (M2) with a focal length of 50 cm and a 80 mm diameter...
plano-convex lens (L) with a focal length of 100 cm, was used to create and locally control filaments at long distances [24].

The gas mixture was flowed inside a 2-m long, open-ended stainless steel pipe of 76 mm diameter. The design of this open cell, as opposed to a sealed one, eliminated the reflected white-light SC from the windows and the generation of white-light inside the windows. It also avoided the damage of the windows since the length of the filament could be longer than the pipe and interact with the windows of a sealed gas cell. The open cell was located at 10 and 20-m away from the telescope and the detector. The location of the filament was positioned around the center of the open cell at both locations. The balanced gas mixture of 2% methane with air was fed into the open cell in a flowing state using few tens meter long plastic tubes and output pressure of 40 psi on the gas regulator. Subsequently the gas mixture was forced out of the pipe through a fan and exhaust line. The backscattered fluorescence was collected by a LIDAR system with an aluminum mirror (M3: focal length 1.5 m and diameter 25 cm) and then focused onto the fiber bundle, which was connected to the spectrometer and ICCD.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows typical time-resolved filament-induced fluorescence spectra (FIFS) of ambient air at a pressure of 1 atm inside the laboratory. The vertical axis is ICCD counts numbers which are proportional to the fluorescence signal and the horizontal axis.

![Fig. 1. Experimental setup. M1: zero degree 800 mirror; M2: convex mirror with $f = 50$ cm focal distance; L: lens with $f = 100$ cm; M3: LIDAR mirror with $f = 1.5$ m, the diameter $D = 25$ cm. The fluorescence signal was collected and focused into a fiber which was connected to spectrometer and ICCD. The distance between L and M1 was variable. The distance between the 2 m metal tube (target) and the LIDAR mirror was 22 m in the laboratory, 10 and 20 m in the field. The metal tube was connected to the gas cylinder and exhaust.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Filament-induced fluorescence spectra (FIFS) of ambient air at the pressure of 1 atm inside the laboratory for 22 m distance between filament zone and LIDAR mirror and 100 shots of accumulation with the 87 mJ and (-chirped) 1.9 ps laser pulses.](image2)

![Fig. 3. (a) The spectra of pure air (black-dashed) and contaminated air with 2% methane (red in web and black in print version) for 22 m distance between the target and LIDAR mirror inside the laboratory. Inset: the subtraction of two spectra. In the field, (b) the fluorescence signal of methane for 10 m distance using 110 mJ per pulse with (-chirped) 5 ps and 100 shots of accumulation and (c) The fluorescence signal of methane for 20 m distance using 190 mJ per pulse with (chirped) 5 ps and 200 shots of accumulations.](image3)
shows different wavelengths in units of nanometer. This spectrum was taken when the distance between the gas target and LIDAR mirror was 22 m. The spectrum is an accumulation of 100 shots of the 87 mJ laser pulses with the pulse duration of 1.9 ps (negatively chirped). It benefits also from setting on the ICCD a proper temporal gate-width and gate-delay. The gate-width of the ICCD is optimized to 30 ns and this gate is opened when the laser pulse arrives at the interaction zone. The spectrum in Fig. 2 represents the fluorescence emission of nitrogen molecules in one atmosphere air [11]. The strongest peak is around 337 nm which is used for the primary alignment of the LIDAR system. When the air is contaminated by traces of methane, we expect to see CH fragment fluorescence peak around 430 nm as a finger print. There is no nitrogen peak around this wavelength that could potentially mask the CH peak. However, if there were some N2 peaks that could cover the CH peak, we could use the gating technique to remove the N2 signal considering the shorter lifetime of nitrogen fluorescence emission with respect to that of CH [15].

The spectra of pure air (black-dashed) and contaminated air with 2% methane (red in web and black in print version), shown in Fig. 3a, were captured from a distance of 22 m. Some peaks around 430 nm show the existence of methane. These peaks belong to different molecular transitions $A^2\Delta \rightarrow X^2\Pi$ of CH radical which is produced from the dissociation of methane [25]. The fluorescence signal of CH band around 430 nm is clearly obtained by subtraction of the two spectra (inset of Fig. 3a).

Using DRDC-Valcartier's facilities, we repeated the same procedures as in the laboratory. The negatively chirped laser pulses of 110 mJ were being shot into the open field and the filaments were controlled at long distances by modifying the focusing condition of the telescope. Fig. 3b shows the fluorescence signal of the mixed sample captured from a 10 m distance using 110 mJ pulse energy, a ~5 ps pulse duration and accumulated for 100 shots. For the longer distance of 20 m, the signal was weaker. In order to improve the signal strength, the laser energy and the number of shots were increased to 190 mJ and 200 shots, respectively (Fig. 3c). The insets of Fig. 3b and c show the subtraction of pure and contaminated air spectra.

For all the results, the peak power of the laser pulses used varied between 4.4$P_{cr}$ to 9.2$P_{cr}$. The critical power $P_{cr}$ is 5GW for long pulse durations [26]. Although the plasma density inside the filament can vary depending on the initial peak power and pulse duration, it is still possible to compare the results. By taking into account the LIDAR equation correction factor $(1/D^2$, where $D$ is the distance), the fluorescence strength measured ($F_s$), the number of shots accumulated ($S$) and the peak power of the laser ($P$ in terms of $P_{cr}$), we can express the signal strength as a “corrected” fluorescence signal ($F_{corr}$). The gain of the ICCD was the same for all the experiments, and assuming that the collection efficiency of the LIDAR was the same for both the laboratory and the field experiments, we can consider these parameters as being fixed. In the case of the peak power, we assume that the amount of fluorescence is proportional to the peak power because the number of filaments is usually considered to increase directly with the peak power while intensity clamping fixes the laser intensity inside the filaments. We can therefore use the so-called corrected fluorescence signal ($F_{corr}$) to compare the signal given by:

$$F_{corr} = \frac{F_s D^2}{S P_{cr}}$$

All parameters of $F_s$, $D$, $S$, $P$ and $F_{corr}$ are compared for both the laboratory and field results of methane detection (Table 1). On the basis of comparison, the efficiency to detect the CH fluorescence is decreased by a factor of only three to four between the laboratory experiment and the field experiments. Considering the strong effect of the atmospheric turbulence on the filamentation process [27], the asymmetric profile of the laser beam used for the outdoor experiments and the varying sunlight background that by experience has a strong effect on the sensors, these results are very encouraging. They validate our long range extrapolation techniques on the results obtained in the laboratory.

The laser beam quality is one of the factors explaining the discrepancy between the results of the laboratory and field experiments. The different beam patterns obtained in the laboratory and in the field after the focusing beam expander (telescope) are presented in Fig. 4. There is a clear difference between the two beam patterns. The laser beam in the laboratory is more symmetric and centric. More systematic experiments should be done for a quantitative analysis about the contribution of all these three factors: the beam quality, the sunlight background and the air turbulence. For example a sophisticated turbulent air chamber could be designed inside the laboratory to measure the influence of air turbulence on the backscattered fluorescence signal.

| Table 1: Comparison of parameters in the laboratory and the field experiments. $F_s$: the fluorescence strength, $D$: the distance, $S$: the number of accumulation shots, $P$: the peak power of the laser in term of $P_{cr}$ and $F_{corr}$: corrected fluorescence signal. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $F_s$ integrated value (428.5–432 nm) | 1675.5 | 1226.4 | 749.8 |
| $D$ | 22 m | 20 m | 20 m |
| $S$ | 100 shots | 100 shots | 200 shots |
| $P$ | 9.2$P_{cr}$ | 4.4$P_{cr}$ | 7.6$P_{cr}$ |
| $F_{corr}$ (counts m$^{-2}$/shot $P_{cr}$) | 879.6 | 278.5 | 197.1 |

Fig. 4. The beam pattern after focusing beam expander (telescope) in the laboratory and the field.
4. Conclusion

The outdoor remote sensing of trace methane using filament-induced fluorescence in air is reported. From the comparison of the results of the laboratory and the field, it seems that the “deterioration” of the filamentation from the atmospheric turbulence, the profile of the laser beam, combined with the varying sunlight background decreased the efficiency to detect the CH fluorescence by a factor of only three to four between the laboratory experiment and the field experiment. This conclusion justifies the extrapolations of the results obtained in the laboratory to longer ranges. Thus, the current result could be considered a breakthrough in remote sensing based on filamentation.

More systematic experiments should be done for giving a precise analysis about the contribution of the air turbulence and beam quality on filamentation.
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